5-15 ACP

ACP (Attendant Control Panel) is designed for most electric hospital and care beds. It allows nursing
staff not only to directly control the position functions, but also to lock the single function or whole
position functions. The installation position is supposed to be out of reach of the patient (such as in the
foot end broad of bed). This is to prevent inappropriate or even dangerous operation to the patient and
stop the handset function.
Features：
 Control up to 4 channels while connecting with CB09,CB13 or CB17
 Beautiful streamline shape and compact design
 High-strength plastic housing protects the electronics
 ACP with keyboard can be used as an extra handset
 Protection class: IP51
 2M straight cable
 Color: Gray-white
 Return to original position Function Button CPR (This function can let all actuators return to the
original position).
 Can be used with HB5X, HB7X, HB8X series handsets.
Options：
 Protection class: IP66
 The length of coiled cable can be customized.
 We can also produce the front covers, plates and channel functions according to your requirements.
 Customized front cover (Min. Order: 1,000 pcs)

ACP Ordering Example：
ACP 4 – S – B
FUNCTION
B：ACP rotating buttons only lock the handset; pressing buttons
on ACP still work
NO. OF CHANNELS
3：3 CHANNELS
4：4 CHANNELS
TYPE ACP
Dimensions：

&

Notice：
 Can be used with CB09, CB13 or CB17
 Only used with the system which controls 3 axis and 4 axis actuators
 Actuators cannot be equipped with break functions when they are used with ACP together
 When batteries provide electricity, ACP did not provide function of returning original place.
 Please contact L&K to get more detail control box with ACP function ACP functions.

Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. It is the responsibility for the product users to determine the suitability of
LINKAN A/C products for a specific application. LINKAN A/C will be responsible for replacing/ repairing defective products
covered by the warranty if promptly returned to the factory. We won’t undertake any responsibility except repairing.
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